Nex-Tech, a Kansas-owned company with nearly 70 years in the communications and
technology industry, is further investing in the continued prosperity of Great Bend
by bringing state of the art fiber technology to the residents of Great Bend.

fiber.nex-tech.com

The Benefit
As with any utility, having the most capable and reliable infrastructure provides more value to the community
and its residents. Connecting Great Bend with fiber brings big benefits. Having the option for this much capacity
attracts and retains businesses that require large amounts of bandwidth for their operations. Bandwidth
requirements continuing to increase in households too. This fiber investment prepares us all for the technology
of the future.
This fiber expansion will provide Internet speeds up to 1 Gig, allowing ample bandwidth for running multiple
wireless devices simultaneously, 4k streaming video and the capacity to support a work-from-home lifestyle.
Nex-Tech will provide brilliantly fast and reliable Internet service, telephone services (keep your same
current number) and our new TV Now streaming video service!

The Process
The residential fiber build will be completed in zones and based upon the interest of the
households in each zone. After enough interest is shown for a particular zone, we will start the
Sign-up phase to determine the level of actual commitment. Customers that have shown interest,
will be asked to select and commit to services. If a zone meets the required commitment level,
fiber will be built to that neighborhood zone. Neighborhood zones that do not reach the necessary
commitment level may be served with a hybrid wireless solution instead of fiber.
During Pre-Registration, we will contact every potential home to determine how many households are
interested in our new fiber optic network and are serious about taking advantage of our services. After we
have reached our commitment requirements for a prospective zone, we will begin construction on your fiber
network! Current Nex-Tech telephone and Internet customers also need to pre-register, so we know you are

interested in the new fiber service.
Nex-Tech is prepared to provide fiber service everywhere in Great Bend, but our actual construction plans
will be based on the interest we receive from potential neighborhoods. When there is enough interest and
actual neighborhood commitment, your area will qualify for fiber construction.

Help bring fiber to your neighborhood!
Visit the website below to show your interest today!

fiber.nex-tech.com

